
name: Tungen 
category: co e table 
type: 201603T
composition: steel, marble
reference: the table consists of a marble top 
with a metal collar. This will enable the 
separation of everyday objects from those, 
that we want to expose on the slightly 
elevated part. The table top lies on a steel 
frame. The tables are made to size. The color 
and type of stone can be chosen according 
to customer preferences.
 

production: handcrafted
dimensions: 
130 cm width x 33 cm height x 80 cm depth 
51 in width x 13 in height x 32 in depth 
(tolerance: 0,5 cm /  0,2 in) 
weight: 60 kg  / 154 lb
lead time: 8-10 weeks
payment terms:  deposit 50 % upon order,  
balance prior to shipping
customization: available 

130 cm 51 2 in/ .80  cm / 31 5 in.  

packing: 1 wooden boxes: 
160 cm x 80 cm x 50 cm  / 63 in x 32 in x 20 in, total weight 0 kg , total weight  Ib8 176

t e anel. +48 600-441-308  / -mail: j garncarekdesign@gmail.com
pl. Konfederacji 56, 01-834 Warsaw, Poland / NIP: P 1181947234L

JAN GARNCAREK DESIGN



name: Tungen 
category: co e table 
type: 201603T
composition: steel, oak
reference: the table consists of a marble top 
with a metal collar. This will enable the 
separation of everyday objects from those, 
that we want to expose on the slightly 
elevated part. The table top lies on a steel 
frame. The tables are made to size. The color 
and type of  can be chosen according to wood
customer preferences.
 

production: handcrafted
dimensions: 
130 cm width x 33 cm height x 80 cm depth 
51 in width x 13 in height x 32 in depth 
(tolerance: 0,5 cm /  0,2 in) 
weight: 60 kg  / 154 lb
lead time: 8-10 weeks
payment terms:  deposit 50 % upon order,  
balance prior to shipping
customization: available 

packing: 1 wooden boxes: 
160 cm x 80 cm x 50 cm  / 63 in x 32 in x 20 in, total weight 0 kg , total weight  Ib7 155

130 cm 51 2 in/ .80  cm / 31 5 in.  




